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Celebrating 40 years of a Judy Blume classic! Millions of fans young and old have been entertained

by the quick wit of Peter Hatcher, the hilarious antics of mischevious Fudge, and the unbreakable

confidence of know-it-all Sheila Tubman in Judy Blume's five Fudge books. And now, Puffin Books

honors forty years of the book that started it all, Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing, with a special

edition--featuring a new introduction from Judy--to celebrate this perennial favorite.â€œAs a kid,

Judy Blume was my favorite author, and Tales of a Fourth Grade NothingÂ was my favorite

book.â€•â€”Jeff Kinney, author of the bestselling Wimpy Kid series
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Judy Blume has often shocked the delicate sensibilities of stuffy parents worldwide with her

straightforward tell-it-like-it-is young adult books containing sexual situations. When I was a kid

though, Judy Blume meant only one thing. "Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing". One of my favorite

books, written incredibly well, it captured perfectly what it means to be a kid with a little sibling. This

book was a revelation. Nowhere else had I encountered an early reader story that wasn't afraid to

say that little sibs can be annoying brats. There are roughly five bazillion books out there written

specifically to coax older children into befriending their younger siblings. Far fewer are the books



that recognize the difficulties these elder kids have to deal with when they're forced to abandon their

personal privacy and sanity for the sake of a little brother or sister. The one book that really spoke to

me about this (and was really funny as well) was Judy Blume's 1972 creation. And it reads as

perfectly today as it did some thirty odd years ago.There was Peter. And then there was Fudge.

Peter Hatcher is nine years old and has the awful job of dealing with almost-three-year-old Fudgie at

all times. Fudge is what a polite person might call a lively child. To Peter, however, Fudge is a holy

terror. If he's not sticking green food stamps to full suitcases or refusing to eat until Peter stands on

his head, he's leaping from large rocks (to fly) and throwing tantrums in shoe stores. Peter is

understandably jealous of the amount of attention Fudge attracts but at least he has his pet turtle

Dribble to comfort him. Each chapter in this book is a small story about the daily interactions and

adventures of the Hatcher boys.
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